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References: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-quickstart-create-account 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/storage/common/storage-account-overview 
 
 
QUESTION 59 
A company is migrating an existing on-premises third-party website to Azure. The website is 
stateless. 
 
The company does not have access to the source code for the website. They do not have the 
original installer. 
 
The number of visitors at the website varies throughout the year. The on-premises infrastructure 
was resized to accommodate peaks but the extra capacity was not used. 
 
You need to implement a virtual machine scale set instance. 
 
What should you do? 
 
A. Use an autoscale setting to scale instances vertically 
B. Create 100 autoscale settings per resource 
C. Scale out by one instance when the average CPU usage of one of the instances is over 80 

percent 
D. Use Azure Monitor to create autoscale settings using custom metrics 
E. Use an autoscale setting with unlimited maximum number of instances 
 
Correct Answer: D 
Explanation: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/azure-monitor/platform/autoscale-custom-metric 
 
 
QUESTION 60 
You have an on-premises virtual machine named VM1 configured as shown in the following 
exhibit. 
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A. Remove the Backup (volume shadow copy) integration service. 
B. Generalize VM1 
C. Run Add-AzureRmVhd and specify a blob service container as the destination. 
D. Run Add-AzureRmVhd and specify a file share as the destination. 
E. Reduce the amount of memory to 16 GB. 
 
Correct Answer: A 
 
 
QUESTION 61 
You have an Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) tenant. 
 
You have an existing Azure AD conditional access policy named Policy1. Policy1 enforces the 
use of Azure AD-joined devices when members of the Global Administrators group authenticate 
to Azure AD from untrusted locations. 
 
You need to ensure that members of the Global Administrators group will also be forced to use 
multi-factor authentication when authenticating from untrusted locations. 
 
What should you do? 
 
A. From the Azure portal, modify session control of Policy1. 
B. From multi-factor authentication page, modify the user settings. 
C. From multi-factor authentication page, modify the service settings. 
D. From the Azure portal, modify grant control of Policy1. 
 
Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 62 
You are responsible for mobile app development for a company. The company develops apps on 
Windows Mobile, IOS, and Android. 
 
You plan to integrate push notifications into every app. 
 
You need to be able to send users alerts from a backend server. 
 
Which two options can you use to achieve this goal? Each correct answer presents a complete 
solution. 
 
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
 
A. Azure Web App 
B. Azure Mobile App Service 
C. Azure SQL Database 
D. Azure Notification Hubs 
E. a virtual machine 
 
Correct Answer: BD 
Explanation: 
The Mobile Apps client enables you to register for push notifications with Azure Notification Hubs. 
 
The following platforms are supported: 
 

Xamarin Android releases for API 19 through 24 (KitKat through Nougat) 
Xamarin iOS releases for iOS versions 8.0 and later 
Universal Windows Platform 
Windows Phone 8.1 
Windows Phone 8.0 except for Silverlight applications 

 
References: 
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service-mobile/app-service-mobile-dotnet-how-to-
use-client-library 
 
 
QUESTION 63 
HOTSPOT 
You have an Azure subscription named Subscription1. Subscription1 contains a virtual machine 
named VM1. 
 
You install and configure a web server and a DNS server on VM1. 
 
VM1 has the effective network security rules shown in the following exhibit. 
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Use the drop-down menus to select the answer choice that completes each statement based on 
the information presented in the graphic. 
 
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
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Correct Answer: 

 
 
 
QUESTION 64 
HOTSPOT 
You are developing a back-end Azure App Service that scales based on the number of messages 
contained in a Service Bus queue. 
 
A rule already exists to scale up the App Service when the average queue length of unprocessed 
and valid queue messages is greater than 1000. 
 
You need to add a new rule that will continuously scale down the App Service as long as the 
scale up condition is not met. 
 
How should you configure the Scale rule? To answer, select the appropriate options in the 
answer area. 
 
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 
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